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Abstract. Composite websites based on widget/dashboard environments offer 
top grade adaptability to theoretically any task requirement or user preference. 
In productive use, however, the usability of a running dashboard depends on the 
intelligence that has been incorporated when developing the underlying 
software framework. This is especially true for widget/dashboard frameworks 
that allow for an ad hoc inter-widget-communication. The paper shows a press 
media software company effort to semantically enrich the inter-widget-
communication of a widget/dashboard framework called NewsDesk. 
Employing this enrichment, NewsDesk widgets will be able to share ontology-
based data and operate in activities and roles. Preliminary results of the ongoing 
work will be reported, featuring the enhancement of the inter-widget-
communication protocol as well as an approach to offer widget composition 
proposals based on widget template and instance usage patterns. 

Keywords: Composite Websites, Domain Knowledge, Industry Experience, 
Semantics, Usability, User Interface Integration. 

1 Introduction 

Despite the exponentially growing amount and complexity of multimedia data, 
current web-based access to asset collections is still characterized by a static cycle of 
manual keyword search and list-/chessboard-style result representation, usually 
showing the details of only one result item at a time. The introduction of rich client 
widget/dashboard environments did overcome this obstacle of static web page 
rendering by offering free widget compositions and thus much more task- and user-
oriented user interfaces. However, this new flexibility is not for free because an ad 
hoc inter-widget-communication, if provided at all, has to be designed and 
implemented in the framework in advance. Such a way, a framework-based approach 
to inter-widget-communication may start from simple descriptions of the exchange of 
raw types like strings. However, such simple communication descriptions will not 
intelligently serve complex application scenarios where a dashboard composition 
comprises more than one widget of the same type or where the data on exchange has a 
record- or even a graph-based layout. The evolvement of semantic technologies seems 
to provide means to grasp complex application scenarios featuring more appropriate 
description methods. Due to well defined data retrieval endpoints, semantic 
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To exemplify, end users will usually instantiate a widget by dragging a 
representation from the left hand templates area to the dashboard area of NewsDesk. 
They may then configure the widget according to the requirements and may 
eventually save the configured widget for later re-instantiation as a favorite by 
dragging a representation from the dashboard area to another left hand favorite’s area 
of NewsDesk. Note that a dashboard, containing widgets, as well as a workspace, 
containing dashboards, may also be saved down as favorites. The ongoing dashboard 
composition process course may in addition benefit from several positioning options 
such as fixed, absolute, snap-in-column and free-grid layouts. Fig. 2 shows a typical 
press media scenario where pictures become lined up to accompany textual content. 
 

 

Fig. 2. A picture gallery for online publication 

Besides the composition and organization of widgets, NewsDesk also offers ad hoc 
inter-widget-communication, which is determined to be independent from the current 
widget composition on a dashboard. That is, no end user side checks for compatible 
communication partners have to be performed during widget instantiation. Instead, 
any compatible communication wire will be established automatically by using some 
event broker architecture on provider and consumer roles of a widget comparable to 
Faison’s approach [12]. That is, NewsDesk always tries to connect widgets with a 
compatible communication description. This is done by computing compatible pairs 
of widgets using a dedicated algorithm. This preeminent feature has so far being 
evolved to comprise communication checks over several channel, event and object 
types, including a visual “drag and drop” action. 

Communication channels implement typical communication interactions in 
widget/dashboard environments. The first channel type models a “fire and forget” to 
allow a widget to just notify its neighborhood, no response is expected, and includes 
“drag and drop”. The second channel type serves a “request / response”, such that a 
widget may request certain information from another widget by providing some data 
by itself. The third channel type is equal to the second one but operates 
asynchronously. The fourth channel type eventually enables widgets to exchange 
system messages with the backend of NewsDesk. 
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Event types are essentially strings that are required to have a descriptive nature 
regarding the communication, for example “refreshView” or “publishPicture”. They 
serve the known “publish / subscribe” approach for event-based communication. 

Object types, finally, may or may not accompany events on a channel.  They have 
to be registered as identifiers in the scope of NewsDesk’s runtime to establish an 
object type vocabulary over time. The following Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show some 
simplified XHTML-based provider and consumer communication descriptions for a 
widget. 

…<ndw:communication> 

   <ndw:provider> 

      <ndw:channel type="sendChannel"> 

         <ndw:event type="itemSelectedWidgetEvent"> 

            <ndw:data type="String" /> 

         </ndw:event> 

      </ndw:channel> 

   </ndw:provider> 

</ndw:communication>… 

Fig. 3. Provider communication description 

…<ndw:consumer> 

   <ndw:channel type="sendChannel"> 

      <ndw:event type="itemSelectedWidgetEvent"> 

         <ndw:data type="String" 

            callbackfunction="SendConsumer.onPing"/> 

      </ndw:event> 

   </ndw:channel> 

</ndw:consumer>… 

Fig. 4. Consumer communication description 

1.2 NewsDesk and SENSE 

The SENSE research project, where SENSE is an acronym for “Intelligent Storage 
and Exploration of large Document Sets”, is a joint effort of five partners from 
industry and science [2]. SENSE aspires to set up a continuous flow of semantically 
enriched data between and within different tiers of modern software architectures, 
focusing on widget/dashboard environments and hierarchical storage management 
systems. The basic idea of SENSE differs from common approaches in the semantic 
community by not only regarding application but also technical domain annotations to 
actual data. The SENSE consortium shares the opinion that furnishing modern 
software architectures with additional semantics from the technical domain will 
particularly promote the scalability of systems running large document collections 
over time. 
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SENSE features a semantic repository at the heart of its concept to mediate the 
different interconnected system tiers through dedicated application and technical 
domain ontologies. Recalling a widget/dashboard environment as just one of the 
considered system tiers in the project, this is where NewsDesk comes into play. In 
fact, SENSE facilitates another opportunity to evolve the NewsDesk-framework. 
Tackling terms of semantics this time, the evolvement will primarily affect the inter-
widget-communication but will eventually also pay off in achieving a smarter guided 
widget-composition process and therefore promote NewsDesk in terms of usability. 

2 Related Work 

Widget/dashboard environments have been introduced to allow end users to compose 
personalized applications, focusing on certain functionalities provided by widgets. 
Essentially, Sire describes a dashboard as a place in the user interface that offers limited 
space to compose a set of widgets, probably underpinned by spatial arrangement tools 
as snap-in-columns [3]. This is in contrast to web service frontends that bundle or 
integrate a set of data streams by using mostly generic user interfaces [4]. 

The interactive widget composition did become most popular due to AJAX-based 
community sites like netvibes [14], script libraries like gwt that powered iGoogle [15] 
or productive systems like Oracle Metalink [18]. The frontend flexibility and user 
experience of widget/dashboard environments was such superior to known backend 
web portal approaches that even newer standards like JSR-286 [16] missed a wider 
acceptance. However, most widget-based sites or script libraries simply disregard 
widget-communication aspects. Most probably, this is due to the potential problems 
of data compatibility or even conversion. Approaches to layout configurable wires 
upon established widget-compositions seem to turn out into developing and running 
actual adapter toolkits, see IBM mashup center for example [17]. 

Approaches to set up a flexible communication scheme range from loosely coupled 
event broker architectures as introduced by Krüger [6] to complex model oriented 
descriptions as proposed by Pietschmann [5]. Chudnovskyy takes a more lightweight 
approach by analyzing and learning the interactions users do perform but does not 
promote automation [7]. He additionally uses semantic concepts to describe data which 
has been published alongside the communication channels. Paulheim explicitly 
employs different ontologies to separate communication aspects from facts of a certain 
application domain [9]. He thereby integrates whole applications at the desktop level 
by annotating their communication capabilities and needs. Concerning the general task 
of mapping facts between ontologies, Kalfogulou and Schorlemmer published a 
comprehensive overview of the ontology mapping methods available [10]. 

In parallel to enhancing the communication infrastructure semantically, even user 
interface interaction starts to capitalize on the benefits of semantically described data. 
For example, Dachselt limits the amount of data presented to the user by means like 
FacetZooming [8]. Hyvönen, on the other hand, enhances auto-completion tools by 
employing semantically different concepts with suggestion components [11]. 
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3 Enhancements of the NewsDesk-Framework 

Running NewsDesk-based applications in industry revealed a couple of extension 
options both at the developers and at the end users side. Concerning the 
communication description of object types, see section 1.1, a more advanced 
infrastructure to model common and complex interaction patterns was necessary. The 
data on exchange needs to be equipped with structure and context information and 
may even just reference uniform resources from the semantic web. End users, on the 
other hand, claim to gain a more intelligent framework support when managing the 
multitude of widget composition possibilities. This may include simple functionalities 
like temporarily locking a widget out of the dashboard communication. Another 
sophisticated functionality may adapt the widget selection shown in the templates area 
of NewsDesk according to the current dashboard composition. 

Building on semantic technology, see section 1.2, most of the enhancements of the 
NewsDesk-framework employ existing or new ontologies, certain inference 
techniques and a living fact database. They improve the auto wiring algorithm for the 
widget instantiation process and in turn reapply the auto wiring algorithm against 
non-occupied communication slots to offer proposals for widget composition. The 
following sections 3.1 to 3.3 report: 

•  how domain knowledge has been introduced at the object types layer, 
•  how the idea of activity roles in widgets compositions has been implemented and 
•  how domain knowledge as well as widget activity roles become applied to offer 

composition proposals for an existing dashboard layout. 

3.1 Communication Data Description 

While using object types, see section 1.1, as filters to compute inter-widget-
communication patterns has proved to be a manageable criterion, past NewsDesk 
installations suffered from an uncontrolled growth in more or less undocumented 
object type/attribute naming. That is, similar name tokens have been used with no 
respect to already registered vocabulary. Connecting the NewsDesk-framework to the 
technology stack of SENSE, the semantic repository in particular, allowed employing 
RDFS as a modeling platform for the data structures on exchange between widgets. 
Semantic technology also allowed adopting the concept of domain dependent and 
independent knowledge. 

The design of the developed “pmedia” ontology, that will furthermore furnish the 
object type layer, represents domain knowledge and abstracts known concepts from 
existent ontologies or extends them when necessary. For the press media domain, the 
IPTC rNews standard, which is in parts sourced from the schema.org initiative [20], 
has been utilized. The XHTML-based communication description of widgets, that 
actually expresses the available facilities, has been extended to include the semantic 
descriptions in RDFa format [19]. Such a way, any requirements to provide a 
mapping from the system-side communication scheme of the widgets and the domain 
dependent “pmedia” ontology can be accomplished easily [9]. To give an example, a 
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video widget showing a number of videos in a structured manner may describe its 
capability of publishing a sns:VideoObject by selection as depicted in Fig. 5. 

…<ndw:communication xmlns:sns=“http://sense-projekt.de/”> 

   <ndw:provider> 

      …<ndw:event type="itemSelect"> 

         <ndw:data type="sns:VideoObject"/> 

      </ndw:event>… 

   </ndw:provider> 

</ndw:communication>… 

Fig. 5. Publishing an event along with video data 

A maps widget then again, which is capable of locating any kind of sns:Place 
on a map, may define such a communication offer as shown in Fig. 6. 

…<ndw:data type="sns:Place" 

   callbackfunction="ND.MapsWidget.onLocation"/>… 

Fig. 6. Consuming an event accepting place data 

A sns:VideoObject that includes two predicates, namely contentLocation and 
regionsAllowed of rdfs:domain sns:Place, may therefore be easily connected 
to a maps widget, that may show all the provided locations and color them differently 
according to the predicates rdfs:range. That is, computing the data wise 
communication compatibility of two widgets can be achieved by detecting whether 
one widget communication description is nothing less than a sub graph of one 
another. Widget communication descriptions may therefore be specified in a 
hierarchical, more generic manner without tempting the wiring algorithm to traverse 
proof-by-case code. It should finally be stressed, that a continuous use of persistent 
uniform resource identifiers (URI) is mandatory when mapping communication 
structures that way. 

3.2 Communication Intent Description 

Providing the object type layer of NewsDesk with graph-based data structures added a 
lot of expressiveness to the communication descriptions. The next enhancement, 
which is an intermediate step towards composition modeling, just adapts the 
communication event layer to these new possibilities. The original descriptive event 
naming scheme, which served the “publish / subscribe” approach for event-based 
communication, has been upgraded to a so-called “actrole” ontology to indicate the 
activity role of widgets to be associated. Amongst others, typical activity roles 
comprise “locateObject”, “displayResultsList” or “displayResultDetail”. The 
“actrole” ontology in fact rather constitutes a tag library than a semantic network. 
However, it is determined to be independent from the application domain, press 
media here, and therefore from the “pmedia” ontology. Fig. 7 shows an extended 
communication description for an activity role of “locateObject”. 
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…<ndw:communication xmlns:sns=http://sense-projekt.de/ 

      xmlns:act=“http://sense-projekt.de/activity”> 

   <ndw:consumer> 

      …<ndw:event type="itemSelect"> 

         <ndw:data type="sns:VideoObject"  

            activity="act:locateObject" 

            callbackfunction="widget.onVideoRecieved" /> 

      </ndw:event>… 

   </ndw:consumer> 

</ndw:communication>… 

Fig. 7. Consuming an event in a locateObject activity role  

The reason for setting up a definition-oriented, domain independent ontology is the 
introduction of the third and last new model component, the “composition” ontology, 
which builds upon the before mentioned “pmedia” and “actrole” ontologies on a 
superior level. That is, the “composition” ontology integrates “pmedia” and “actrole” 
and renders the accumulated knowledge executable without mixing up domain 
dependencies in the communication descriptions. Moreover, the “composition” 
ontology does no longer model communication in a widget-aligned context but from 
an overall dashboard point of view. It actually strives to improve the auto wiring of 
widgets by providing a comprehension of the composition and communication 
structure patterns. Such patterns may denote a search, an exploration or a comparison 
scenario etc. 

For example, imagine the existence of two identically typed widgets, both of them 
consuming a sns:VideoObject and both of them describing their activity role as 
“displayResultDetail”. This may imply that the end user most certainly tries to 
compare two detail views of the same object type. Since some aspects or rules of the 
“composition” ontology may suggest that one video detail view widget is usually 
sufficient on a dashboard, NewsDesk may deduce a comparison scenario. The detail 
view widgets may be altered to obtain an additional lock icon to interrupt the widget 
communication, which essentially provides a still view, see Fig. 8. 

 

Fig. 8. Adjust user interface components 
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To continue the example in Fig. 8 and pinpoint another utilization of the 
“composition” ontology, imagine now that another search and result widgets have 
been added to the composition. Again keeping to one-to-one cardinalities between the 
different widget descriptions would rewire the communication to produce two 
separated chains of search, result and display or two distinct search scenarios, 
respectively. 

The modeling of the “composition” ontology should be carried out by domain 
experts in dedicated RDFS resources or inference rules upon the “pmedia” and 
“actrole” ontologies. This also includes the specification of so-called fixed 
compositions that quite have some relevance in industry. They lower the notable 
learning curve coming along with free widget/dashboard user interaction and provide 
a fast time-to-market of new widget families. 

3.3 Composition Proposal Generation 

Sections 3.1 and 3.2 reported how existing communication skills of the NewsDesk-
framework have been extended by modeling and employing different ontologies. This 
section deals with adding composition guidance features to the NewsDesk-framework 
that builds upon that knowledge. Composition guidance is an aspect becoming 
primarily relevant when the number of widgets in the templates area, see section 1.1, 
arrives at a critical amount. Actually, continuously raising the number of available 
widget templates will at some point decrease the chances of the end user to 
complement a dashboard composition efficiently. 

A more intelligent approach to cope with larger widget template collections 
obviously consists of preselecting and proposing widgets that would fit in or 
supplement a current composition. Hence the NewsDesk-framework interface has 
been enhanced to provide a dedicated section in the left hand area of the workbench 
where generated composition proposals will be shown for the current dashboard. The 
proposal list will be grouped by the activity role, see section 3.2, of the offered 
widgets. A short guidance text based on the deduced scenario of the current 
composition will be added as well. 

The proposal engine references the “composition” ontology and its inferior 
ontologies in much the same way as in the section 3.2 example. However this time, 
the evaluation result will be determined by not yet connected communication skills of 
widgets from the dashboard as well as the templates area and will also regard possible 
transformations of the dashboard to further composition scenarios. 

It is quite exciting how this simple change in viewing the semantic repository facts 
apparently opened a way up from the actually aspired automation of inter-widget-
communication to at least semi-automatic widget composition on a dashboard. 
Furthermore, with any instantiation of another widget, see the widget lifecycle in 
section 1.1, communication automation and composition proposals will stimulate each 
other and push productivity in setting up new dashboards. 

To showcase the composition proposal enhancement in an example, suppose that 
the current dashboard just contains a venn diagram widget as a typical provider of 
differently grouped multimedia assets, publishing a number of sns:VideoObject 
on node selection. Some composition proposals to complement the current 
composition are shown in Fig. 9. 
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Fig. 9. Widget proposals for a venn widget publishing video 

4 Conclusions and Outlook 

The reported enhancements of the NewsDesk-framework affected both the object type 
and the event layer of the inter-widget-communication infrastructure. Several domain 
dependent and independent ontologies have been modeled to base the enhancements 
on semantic technologies. The framework has such a way been enabled to improve 
the ad hoc algorithm-based predictability of NewsDesk’s inter-widget-communication 
due to an extended communication description of widgets as well as fact data from 
the semantic repository of SENSE. Example applications of the improvements include 
the evaluation of exchanged data graphs and the mapping of widget activity roles in a 
composition. The enhancements even allowed for an employment of the ad hoc 
wiring algorithm to not only bind communications but also visually propose widgets 
to complement a current composition. 

However, the effort necessary to transfer the semantic annotations between the 
ontologies and the communication descriptions as well as the semantic repository 
facts and the web-browser was extensive. Consistently using persistent uniform 
resource identifiers with namespaces all along the way showed up to be imperative to 
ensure proper disambiguation of concepts. 

Current work continues by evaluating the introduced enhancements from an end 
users point of view at remote sites of associated partners. The use case study 
comprises interactive exploration scenarios against large multimedia document 
collections, video yet, as being investigated by the SENSE-project. According to the 
results of the use case study, future work may take a closer look at ideas to either 
deduce scenario patterns from the history of user interaction or to implement 
cascading communication wiring where a widget gets allowed to commute itself from 
a consumer to a provider and vice versa. 
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